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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1.1. To seek approval from the Cabinet Member for Environment, Leisure and 

Residents Services to grant a waiver to the Council’s contract standing orders to 
procure a single supplier product. 
 

1.2. To seek approval from the Cabinet Member for Environment, Leisure and 
Residents Services to award a contract for works with Playcubed Ltd. for 
rebuilding and improvement works to the play mounds at Hammersmith Park (as 
defined in paragraph 5.2 of the report). 

 
 

AUTHORISED BY:  ...................................... ...................................................... 
The Cabinet Member has signed this 
report……. 
 

DATE: 29 September 2015………….. 
 



2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 To approve a waiver under Contract Standing Order 11 for the requirement to (a) 
advertise the opportunity and (b) seek public quotations using the e-tendering 
system and the Government‘s Contracts Finder portal for the reasons set out in 
section 3 on the report.  

 
2.2 To approve the award of a contract for works to Playcubed Ltd. to carry out the 

relevant playground improvement works to the value of £39,090. 
 
 
3. REASONS FOR DECISION 

3.1. Urgent safety related repair works are required to existing play mounds at 
Hammersmith Park. The mounds are covered using NottsSport play sward and 
this identical product is required for the repairs. NottsSport require that only 
approved and company trained installers are contracted to install and repair their 
surfacing in order that their warranties are not invalidated. 
 

3.2. NottsSport were provided with a brief and specification by the Council’s project 
manager and sought three quotations for the work on the Council’s behalf. All of 
the contractors approached have previously undertaken contract work for the 
Council. 
 

3.3. Playcubed Ltd. provided the most competitive return whilst meeting the 
specification in full, including build quality and aftercare considerations. 

 
 
4. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND  

4.1 Three large play mounds (approximately 3m in height) were installed at 
Hammersmith Park in 2010 as part of the borough’s Playbuilder project. This 
nationwide project encouraged the use of ‘natural’ play features and finishes. The 
three mounds – two within the play area which incorporate climbing and agility 
equipment and one without, with a spiral climbing path – were designed to tie in 
with the Japanese Garden at Hammersmith Park and represent the three major 
peaks of Japan. 

 
4.2 Unfortunately, the standalone mound has experienced significant settling and 

movement issues. This has caused the play carpet covering to wrinkle, tear and 
fall away. This, in turn, has caused further deterioration of the mound, which is 
now severely eroded and presenting a significant level of risk to users. The two 
mounds within the play area are beginning to show signs of the same issue, in 
addition to more general seam splitting, commensurate with the heavy footfall the 
surfacing experiences due to being underneath the play equipment. 

 
4.3 The principal project objective is to rebuild the standalone mound with a more 

robust construction. The two mounds within the play area will be patch repaired. 
All three will then have carpet renewal works. This will improve play quality for 
users and enhance visual appeal.  



 
4.4  The work will also ensure that, by restoring surfacing compliant with BSEN1176 

(the European safety standard for outdoor fixed play equipment), the Council is 
able to defend itself adequately against personal injury claims. The works will also 
eliminate a number of unwanted risks currently associated with the poor condition 
of the existing surfacing. 

 
 
5. PROPOSAL AND ISSUES  

5.1. The manufacturers of one of the UK’s most widely-used play and sports carpet 
systems – NottsSport Ltd. – provided quotations from three of their accredited 
contractors for works specified by the Parks Projects team. This product has 
previously been used extensively throughout the borough to good effect. 
NottsSport carpet is used as the existing surfacing to the mounds. 

 
5.2. The following works will be undertaken: 
 

(i) Standalone mound – remove existing damaged surfacing and dispose of 
sensitively (where possible, the carpet will be recycled); reconsolidate the 
mound and install a foundation footing; pour a 200mm thick resin-concrete 
skin over the mound and allow to cure; affix new play carpet in standard 
green, with darker green inlay on the spiral pathway to improve access for 
users with reduced vision. Apply play sand evenly. 

(ii) Mounds within play area – remove existing damaged carpet as necessary; 
reconsolidate partially collapsed/eroded areas; re-tension areas of existing 
good quality carpet; patch in new carpet and re-fix all joints; clean mounds of 
any existing green debris/moss and re-sand. 

 
5.3. The key issues relating to the project will be safety management of the 

construction sites (within existing play areas) and quality of installation.  
 
(i) Although the works are relatively routine for the contractors and do not pose 

any significant challenges, it is essential to maintain safe working practices in 
relation to building works on or around play areas.  Works will be managed 
by appropriately trained personnel and undertaken in such a way as to 
minimise the risk to the public and operatives alike. The project manager is 
both NEBOSH qualified and RPII accredited and will ensure that safe 
systems of work are adhered to, including use of works compounds, using a 
banksman when vehicles and plant are operating in the public open space 
and ensuring the appropriate storage of materials and chemicals. 

(ii) Quality will be assessed during the installation phase via regular on site 
meetings and, post-installation. The product and installation are provided with 
a seven year guarantee / defects period. 

 
 
6. OPTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS  

6.1. Four contractors returned quotations for this work. All four are reputable installers 
of the chosen product, are approved by the product manufacturer, are members of 



the Association of Play Industries and are appropriately qualified in terms of 
relevant industry accreditations. Three of the four have undertaken work for the 
Council on previous occasions and meet the standards required by the Council. All 
four are registered with Constructionline. 

 
6.2. A summary of received quotations is as follows: 

 

Contractor Quotation Reference 
Quotation for 

works 

Binghams Ltd BGS/cpns/2502 £69,542 

Groundwork & Leisure Services Ltd N / A £42,300 

Playcubed Ltd 0115/9092/Rev/GB £39,090 

S & C Slatter Ltd R14-0234 LBHA141217 £44,950 

 
6.3. Playcubed Ltd. provided the most competitive quotation for the work at £39,090.  

 

7. CONSULTATION 

7.1. Formal consultation was not carried out as this project seeks only to repair and 
enhance the quality of an existing installation.  
 

 
8. COUNCIL STANDING ORDERS - WAIVER REQUIREMENT 
 
8.1 It is requested that the Cabinet Member grants permission to waiver the CSO 

requirements in this case in order to expedite works as quickly as possible given 
the safety management issues presented by the current condition of the mounds. 

 
8.2 The justification for the departure of the requirements of the CSO’s is that it is in 

the Council‘s overall interest. It is necessary to procure this specific surfacing 
system in order to match the pre-existing installation. The product manufacturer 
requires that only appropriately trained and accredited contractors undertake to 
install their system. Meeting this requirement allows the product manufacturer to 
provide a seven year warranty on the product and the installation works. 

 

9. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 

9.1. An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed for this work. The proposed 
project will have positive impact on equality as the new surfacing will increase play 
accessibility scoring by using different coloured surfaces and eliminating trip 
hazards.  

 

10. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

10.1 The Council’s Contract Standing Orders require public quotations to be sought 
using the e-tendering system and the Government Contracts Finder portal where 
the contract is below the EU threshold for services, currently £172,514.00.  The  



Cabinet Member acting on advice of the Director may waive the requirement to 
seek public quotations where they are of the view a waiver is justified in 
accordance with section 3 of the Contract Standing Orders.  The reasons for 
requesting a waiver is set out in the body of the report. 

10.2 It is noted that the Council did not advertise the proposed contract on Contracts 
Finder; the reasons for this are set out in the body of the report. Regulation 114 of 
the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 states that a material failure to comply with 
Part 4 of the Regulations does not itself affect the validity of a public contract. As 
such, the proposed contract cannot be set aside on grounds of non-compliance.  

10.3 Implications completed by: Kar-Yee Chan, Solicitor (Contracts), 020 8753 2772 
 
 
11. FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS 

11.1. Given that Playcubed Ltd submitted the most competitively advantageous tender, 
the recommendation to award the contract to them is supported from a financial 
perspective. 

 
11.2. The 2015/16 Capital Programme agreed at full council on 25 February 2015 

approved a budget of £500k for the Parks Programme. The service has set aside 
£45k of this budget to fund this project. 

 
11.3. Implications verified/completed by: Danielle Wragg, Finance Manger, 0208 753 

4287 
 
 
12. RISK MANAGEMENT  

12.1. The ELRS department has a risk management framework that includes 
identification, tracking, evaluation and reporting on business, programme and 
project risk. Risks associated with this project would be reported and if they 
escalate noted on the ELRS risk register. Appropriate and proportionate 
mitigations will be reviewed and applied where necessary. 

 
12.2. There are no strategically significant risks associated with the report. 

 
12.3. Implications verified/completed by: Michael Sloniowski, Shared Services Risk 

Manager, 0208 753 2587. 
 
 
13. PROCUREMENT AND IT STRATEGY IMPLICATIONS 
 
13.1. Under the Council’s Standing Orders there is a requirement to (a) advertise the 

opportunity and (b) seek public quotations using the e-tendering system and the 
Government’s Contract Finder portal. On this occasion the manufacturer has 
obtained the quotations on the Council’s behalf and the Council’s e-tendering 
system was not used. Nonetheless, the service department believes it has 
obtained value for money as it proposes to award the contract for the works to the 
contractors who submitted the most competitive bid and shall retain a copy of the 



bids as an audit trail. In future the service department should call upon the 
Corporate Procurement Unit to support it in the procurement process and the use 
of the e-tendering system. 

 
13.2. Implications verified/completed by: Joanna Angelides, Procurement Consultant, 

0208 753 2586. 
 
 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000 
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT 
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holder of file / copy 

Department / 
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01 None.   
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